AUTOMATED INVESTMENT INTELLIGENCE

Get an edge on the competition with DDIQ’s market-leading automated research tool. DDIQ’s intelligent technology simplifies qualitative research by rapidly extracting and presenting key information on both companies and people. In a world demanding real-time intelligence, DDIQ is the cornerstone of all successful investments.

All Due Diligence Begins with DDIQ

For critical decisions, investment professionals turn to DDIQ to trust that everything is evaluated while nothing is missed.

Complete Profiles In Minutes
Quickly uncover the facts that matter most at the onset of an investment opportunity. Research can be slow, cumbersome, and costly. DDIQ’s automated decision engine returns actionable results in near real-time, enabling cost-effective intelligence to be run (and re-run) anytime.

Aggregate Actionable Information
DDIQ’s comprehensive search harnesses open-source intelligence and taps into deep web data that standard search engines are unable to access. Gain a richer understanding of all relationships through a dynamic investigative interface that ensures even intentionally buried information is uncovered.

Monitor On-Demand
Easily detect major developments that impact your targets, portfolio companies or management teams. DDIQ’s “Compare” feature refreshes profile results and highlights important changes that may require you to take action.

One Click Away from Real-Time Intelligence
Spend less time gathering information and more time making high-value decisions with DDIQ.

- Single Submission
- Scalable
- Customizable Filters
- Deduplication
- Deep Web Access
- Structured & Unstructured Data
- Natural Language Processing
- Detects Potential Threats to Investments
- Easy to Access Source Material
- Cohesive Profiles

Visit www.DDIQ.com to request your free trial
**Actionable Insights to Complement Targeted Analytics**

DDIQ puts the power of cognitive computing in the hands of investment professionals. Get smarter, faster with DDIQ’s proprietary, intelligence-packed profiles built from a constantly growing list of global, foreign language sources.

**Single submission search of:**
- Global Media
- Watchlists
- Unstructured Open Web Content
- Regulatory Databases
- Deep Web
- Litigation

...and more

**Delivers easy to read profiles about:**
- Bankruptcy
- Investigations
- Legal Issues
- Probes
- Reputational Issues
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- Fines
- Criminal Activity
- Fraud
- Terrorism Financing

...and more

**Proven Track Record**

Taught by Exiger’s due diligence experts, and programmed by OutsideIQ’s leading technologists, DDIQ is brought to you by a multi-faceted team comprised of former leaders at Kroll, World-Check, Dow Jones, Google and Microsoft as well as many of the world’s largest investment banks.

For more information or to schedule a demo, contact:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>North America</th>
<th>EMEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peter Woglom</strong></td>
<td><strong>Robert Mitchell</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Managing Director</td>
<td>Head of Sales and Business Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:pwoglom@exiger.com">pwoglom@exiger.com</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:rmitchell@exiger.com">rmitchell@exiger.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T: +1 212 455 9441</td>
<td>T: +44 (0) 207 029 5026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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www.DDIQ.com